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Their beautiful yacht
Neared the dock
On the picture perfect inlet
Timed perfectly the Savvy Adventurer threw 
Her mooring fenders over the side 
Protecting the boat as it drifted to the dock.



That morning out on the open waters 
Next to her sweetie,
She awoke with
Such a sense of gratitude and love... 
For the priceless adventures with her beloved 
And dear friends.

Sharing drinks 
By the water
After such love and support
On their epicly fun and delicious 
Local and global adventures. 

Couples sharing and caring
Was part of their blessed choosen life
Surrounded by super awe inspiring friends.

This dream come true life
Of traveling and living beside 
awe inspiring besties
Went along with perpetual 
Smile on their faces.

Walks along the beach, 
Recieving awesome 
professional massages,  
Eating and drinking 
delicious, healthy food 
through out the day… 
What a way to live!
 

Traveling together
By someone who planned and transported them
In style with such joy and ease was so cool!

What a welcomed treat to be at the beach with friends!

Life for The Adventurous was extra special with their considerate, generous BFFs.



What an awesome vibe!

There was so much love, respect, generousity, mutual admiration
Between the Adventurous Freinds.

They were truely beloved brothers and sisters
Easily enjoying ongoing fabulous adventures!

The travelers continued to thank each other
For sharing each amazing day together! 
Free flowing, fun of lots of unexpected blessings, gifts and fun!

All parties involved repected each other 
As rest and relaxation was simple and natural
They also had perfect timing coming together 
for more laughter, stories, explorations and 
fun.

Friends near and far admired and celebrated 
the couples’ awesome adventures!

They loved chatting and walking along 
beaches 
In the early morning refreshing water and sun.

Everyone came along for sight seeing and 
enjoying local color.

The beach was so spacious and inviting.

Phones were filled with so many pictures of the precious moments.

Their adventures were filled with exploring and using their senses to savor every 
moment.

All these blessings and more! So be it and so it was!!


